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The visualization shows the network of the selected category and its related subcategories. The bigger the bubbles are, the more a subcategory a category has.
Contributions
Statistics by use

› The proposal is to have a list of most used images in Wikimedia projects related to a category (and its subcategories) in terms of global value and split by projects (i.e. linguistic versions of Wikipedia).
Page views

Page views - Overall

The visualization shows the overall amount of visualizations of pages containing text that belong to the selected category.

The overall pageviews increased of 39% compared to the previous period.
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The visualization shows the overall amount of visualizations of pages containing files that belong to the selected category.

The overall page views increased by 30% compared to the previous period.

Download dataset
Statistics by visitors

› The proposal is to have an analysis of visitors by each file considering the origin of their visit and the behavior on the pages (links which are clicked).
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